Docent Self-Reflection

1. How did I welcome my group with a warm and enthusiastic tone? Give examples!

2. When did the group seem most engaged?

3. What cues made me think the group seemed engaged in that moment? Be specific!

4. Think about your role as a facilitator at that point in time. Can you identify what question you asked, or information shared that may have contributed to the group’s engagement?

5. When did the group seem least engaged?

6. What cues made me think the group was less engaged? Be specific!

7. Think about your role as a facilitator at that point in time. Can you identify what might have caused the group to be less engaged?

8. How did I respond to opinions or questions shared by visitors?

9. Based on the above reflections, is there anything I want to work on, or do differently in the future?

10. Is there anything I feel I would like more training on?

Please submit this completed form to Abby Carlson by September 1st, 2019. Thank you!